
Guided

Sake Appreciation Session

at Tobira Onsen Myojinkan

Embroidered into the very essence of
Japanese traditions, each bottle of sake is

a masterpiece of artistry. The world of
sake is a tapestry of flavors and aromas.
Yet, the path to discovering the perfect

sake that matches your taste buds can be
a labyrinth of choices. 

Our sommelier will guide you through the
ethereal realm of identifying the distinct

notes of sake, helping you unravel the
secrets of the nihonshu.

Private Car

Hikariya Higashi
A culinary haven renowned for its mastery
of Kaiseki, a traditional multi-course meal.
Housed within a refurbished historical
edifice from the illustrious Meiji era, this
dining sanctuary beckons with the
tantalizing aroma of exquisite Japanese
cuisine. The dishes, crafted with a deft
hand, showcase Nagano's bountiful
harvest, featuring fresh produce. A feast
awaits.

Outdoor Barbecue
at Tobira Onsen Myojinkan

Indulge in the succulence of grilled
meats and verdant vegetables amidst

the embrace of the great outdoors,
serenaded by the symphony of nature's
melody. Unwind and savor this tranquil

moment as our culinary sorcerer
conjures the feast before your very eyes.



Guided Private Car

Miso stands as an irreplaceable thread of
the Japanese cuisine. In Nagano, over 100
breweries concoct this savory delight, with
half of Japan's consumption stemming
from this region alone. 

As thick snow descends upon the region, a
bountiful source of crystal water flows
forth, nurturing the key ingredient for
miso-making. 

Here, a wizened brewer guides you
through the art of crafting naturally
brewed miso, sharing secrets passed down
through generations.

Ishii Miso Brewery

Guided Private Car Walking

Embrace the charm of Matsumoto's
downtown, where treasures of antiquity

await at every turn. A compact
wonderland, where time stands still, the

cultural and historical marvels of this
enchanted domain are just a walk away. 

We will guide you on a journey through
Nakamachi-dori, the age-old path of the

merchants, and Nawate-dori, known
fondly as Frog Street. And, of course, the

crown jewel, Matsumoto Castle.

As you meander along the traditional
alleyways, the sizzle of Japanese delicacies

will tantalize your senses. But the true
enchantment lies in the springs that
nourish this land. A total of nineteen

springs, bubbling with life-giving water,
grace your path. Come, 

let us unlock the secrets of this mystical
land, one step at a time.

Castle Town Area
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At Tobira Onsen Myojinkan

Savor the season's bounty. In the verdant
lands of Nagano, autumn ushers in the reign
of mushrooms (kinoko), their fragrance
wafting through the hills and valleys. 

Experience the farm-to-table magic as you
venture forth on a mushroom-picking
escapade, relishing the "King of Autumn
Food" in its purest form. 

Kamikochi Exploration

Embark on a wondrous expedition through
the Kamikochi highlands, guided by our

resident expert. Lose yourself in the
kaleidoscope of nature's hues and marvel at
the majestic summits of the Japanese Alps,

uniting to create a sight of unrivaled
beauty, bestowed upon only the most

fortunate of travelers.

Hanami Picnic

Be swept away by the season of hanami,
and delve into the spellbinding splendor of
nature's artistry, as you bask in a tranquil
picnic under the blooming Sakura. Let the
delicate petals of these exquisite blooms
weave a calm and contentment harmony
around you.

A haven of lush flourishes. An invitation
extends to you, from harvest to table's
delight. Gather the ripest jewels of the

season, before venturing to the Hikariya
restaurant where masterful chefs will conjure

a banquet honoring the land's treasures.

Kinoko Harvesting

Organic Farming


